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S.B.P. D.A.V. Centenary Public School, Fatehabad. 
Website: www.davfatehabad.in  E. Mail: sbpdavftb@yahoo.co.in, Ph. 01667-222664 
Holidays’ Assignments for Summer Vacations (2022-23) for Class XII Commerce  

General Instructions: 

1. Get up early in the morning and go out for a walk daily.  

2. The summer break for class XII will be from 31.05.2022 to 03.07.2022 (Both days inclusive). School will 

reopen on  04.07.2022. 

3. Revise the syllabus of all subjects done before summer vacations for Unit Tests to be arranged after 

summer break. 

4.    Do assignments in holidays homework notebook and activities/projects on A4 sheets for each subject and 

make a portfolio & submit it  for assessment to your class teacher on  July 4, 2022. There will be assessment 

of these portfolios and marks will be awarded in INTERNAL ASSESSMENT. 

5. Register & Participate in 1
st
 stage of 8

th
 Online International Humanity Olympiad by accessing through 

our web portal – http://www.humanityolympiad.org or Android App - Awake Humanity (play store). Every 

individual passing the exam (i.e. scoring minimum 40%) will get an e-certificate through e-mail 

immediately on their emails. School code is :  FATE100 

6. Tao National School league is live. Download the mobile application to participate in different activities 

like quizzes, dance, singing, art & craft etc. and win prizes: https://bit.ly/sbpdavcpstao-contest 

7.Register yourself on MyGov portal (https://www.mygov.in) and participate in different competitions 

organised by Govt. of India. 

 

English 
 

 1) REVISE syllabus for U.T. 

2) Write 30 new words along with the synonym, antonym and usage of the word. 

3) Make a beautiful art piece using bangles (Reference- The Lost Spring) 
4)  Read five short reports from the newspaper and paste them in notebook. 
5) Read any one of the following books and write synopsis in 150-200 words- 

 Toppers’ Study Hacks by Avinash Agarwal 
Believe in Yourself: Life Lessons From Vivekananda 
6)  Suppose that you were on a morning walk and caught in a heavy storm, how did you manage to save yourself, 
compose a story in approximately 180-200 words. 
   OR 

Describe the following proverbs in your own words in not more than 100 words- 
(i) No pains no gains 
(ii) All’s well that ends well 
7)   Be a poet, now compose a poem and identify the figures of speech also Two lines have been composed for 
you- 
Moon moon come and shine, 
I have finished dinner of mine,  
 

ACCOUNTANCY 

I.   Solve all the additional unsolved questions of the following chapters in your Accountancy Note book-: 
      (i)   Accounting for Partnership-Fundamentals  
      (ii)  Change in profit-sharing Ratio 
      (iii) Admission of a new partner 
II.   Interview a Business-man or Chartered Accountant and question him about his experience and journey in that 
business/profession. Write the interview on A4 sheet. 
III.  Revise the syllabus for July Unit Test. 
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BUSINESS STUDIES 

(A) Revise the syllabus for July Unit Test 
(B)Prepare a PPT on one of the following topics: 
• Management as science, art and profession 
• Levels of management 
• Features and importance of business environment 
• Dimensions of business environment 
• Planning process 

 

      (C) Students are advised to visit any large-scale organization, prepare questionnaire, and fill the questionnaire 
with the help of employees and workers. With the help of questionnaire students can check principles of 
management are strictly implemented or not in the organization and prepare a report on it. 
      OR 
Prepare a report on major changes in the business environment of India in last five years with reference to all the 
dimensions namely economic, legal, social, political and technological. Also report their effects on the business 
and industry in India. 
 
(D) Answer the following questions in your Business Studies Note book -: 

 
1. In 2015 Naveen left his luxurious life in Mumbai, where he worked as a manager for Blue Birds Ltd. He 

shifted to Begampur, Chhattisgarh to fulfill his grandmother's dream of converting their 2S-acre ancestral 
land into a fertile farm. For this he set out specific goals along with the activities to be performed to 
achieve the goals.  
Every activity was a challenge since he was clueless about farming. He learnt every activity from filling the 
land to sowing the seeds. To aid farmers he launched his own company 'innovative Agriculture Solutions 
Pvt. Ltd. 
It was difficult initially as no one trusted an urban youth telling farmers about farming. But when 
everything was discussed in detail the farmers started taking interest. He wanted to ensure that the future 
events meet effectively the best interests of the company. Through sales forecasting, he prepared an annual 
plan for production and sales.  
He also found that the farmers grew only paddy, which was an activity of 3 - 4 months and the land 
remained idle for the rest 8 - 9 months of the year. He not only identified but evaluated various alternatives 
through which the farms could be utilised for the remaining months of the year. Through correct foresight 
and logical and systematic thinking based on analysis of all facts, all alternatives were examined and 
evaluated. He presented a plan to the farmers, where after harvesting paddy, vegetables could be grown. 
The above case highlights the features of one of the functions of management. By quoting lines from the 
above identify and explain the features 

 
2. A company is manufacturing garments. The manager wants to increase profit by 

1. Purchasing new high-speed machines, or 
2. Increasing the sale price, or 
3. Using waste material in manufacturing stuffed toys. 
He decided that 'using waste material' to increase the profit is the best solution for him. 
(a) Identify the concept of management involved. 
(b) Mention the steps involved in the above process by quoting the lines from the question. 
(c) To complete the process of the concept identified in (a), what further steps does the manager have to 
take? 
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3. Two years ago, Nishant, completed her degree in Textile Engineering. He worked for some time in a 
company manufacturing readymade garments. He was not happy in the company and decided to have his 
own readymade garments manufacturing unit. He set the objectives and the targets and formulate action 
plan to achieve the same. One of his objectives was to earn 80% profit on the amount invested in the first 
year. It was decided that raw materials like cloth, thread, buttons etc. will be purchased on the months 
credit. He also decided to follow the steps required for marketing of the products through his own outlets 
He appointed Ritesh as a Production Manager, who decides the exact manner in which the production 
activities are to be carried out. Ritesh also prepared a statement showing the requirement of workers in the 
factory throughout the year. Nishant informed Ritesh about his sales target for different products, area wise 
for the forthcoming quarter. A penalty of Rs.200 per day was announced for the workers who were found 
smoking in the factory premises. 
Quoting lines from the above para, identify and explain the different types of plans discussed. 
 

4. Chili –out Private Ltd is a company engaged in the business of manufacturing beverages. In the month of 
March, Shyam the manager of Chill-Out Pvt. Ltd plans to bring out a new drink for summer season. He 
distributed free samples of new launch and got the feedback from the customers. The feedback report 
clearly indicated that customers have preferences for mango flavor over strawberry flavor and Jamun flavor 
over imli. Accordingly, the production was adjusted and the marketing department prepared their 
promotional and advertising campaigns. As per the sale performance report, Shyam further modified his 
production plans. Identify and explain the concept of management highlighted in the present case. 

State the characteristics of the concept identified in the above para. 

 
5.  "In an organisation, the objective of marketing department is to increase sales by 10% by offering 

discounts. However, the finance department is reluctant to offer discount as it means loss of revenue." One 
of the importance of coordination help to resolve this conflict. Identify and explain it.  

 
6.  Mr. Suksham Khan is the CEO of “perfect shoes Ltd.” Before joining this   company, he used to work as 

Management Expert. The peculiarity of Mr. Khan is that he observes very minutely every small or big 
activity. Likewise, he gives equal importance to what is said to every junior or senior person.  He is not 
satisfied with the performance of production department. This department discharges the functions of both 
production and stock. Both the activities of the department are in a state of chaos. Mr. Khan took personal 
interest to scrutinize the dismal state of affair. He found that shoes of several sizes were made. Some of the 
sizes were not needed. As a consequence,  there was wastage of material, machines and manpower. It was 
the biggest weakness of the department.  During the survey of production department, Mr. Khan also 
noticed that many persons while doing work were making certain movements that were least needed. It 
slowed down the pace of production. Mr. Khan was an experienced management expert. He knows that to 
utilize the cent-percent production capacity of the employees they need be provided healthy and clean 
environment. He therefore, paid special attention to this aspect. Besides, he believes that whether male or 
female, they must be given equal facilities, equal rights and equal opportunities for promotion.       

a) By which technique of scientific management wastages occurring in production department can be prevented? 
b) Highlight the technique of scientific management use to enhance the pace of work in production department. 
c) Which principle of management is being   followed here? Quote the lines.  
 

7. It is heartening that the implementation of compliance requirements of the Companies Act, 2013 has 
progressed substantially with NIFTY 500 companies. Data shows a significant increase in women’s 
participation in the top management of Indian Companies from 5% few years ago to 13% now. Even 
companies which are not in NIFTY 500 have undertaken drives to increase women’s participation across 
different areas of work. The government had also announced that it would support such companies. 

       Identify and explain the dimensions of business environment discussed above which brought about the 
change. 
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8. Mr. Subhash, Mr. Chander and Mr. Bose are the production managers of three different manufacturing 

firms. They follow different strategies to manage production. Mr. Subhash is able to achieve the target 
production of 5,000 units within the prescribed period. However, to achieve the target on time, additional 
Rs.40, 000 were paid as overtime wages to employees.  

Mr. Chander's main consideration is cost cutting. So, he concentrates more on producing goods with fewer 
resources. He is unable to achieve target production. Mr. Bose uses minimum resources to achieve target 
production and is also able to produce goods at lower cost. 
(a) In the above case, two important aspects of management have been highlighted, which are like two sides of 
the same coin. Identify those two aspects. 
(b) Which production manager(s) reflect good management? 

 
9.  Management of XYZ Ltd. fulfils all its objectives and the organisation is able to work effectively and 

efficiently. It decided to donate 2% of its sales to ‘Child Right and You’ (CRY) for improving the 
conditions of children in India, this initiative by the company was highly appreciated by the public and 
their sales increased by 10%.  Identify and explain the objective depicted in the given case. 

 
10.  Management of XYZ Ltd. fulfils all its objectives and the organisation is able to work effectively and 

efficiently. XYZ Ltd. had the following personnel in its management team:  
Mr. Ram is responsible for framing plans and policies of XYZ Ltd.  
Mr. Joy, Mr. Singh, Miss Priya are responsible for implementation of plans and policies developed by Mr. Ram. 
Mr. Mohan, Mr. James and Mr. Harish are direct contact with the workforce consisting of various employees and 
workers.  
XYZ Ltd. also provides employment opportunities to the disadvantaged sections of the society. 
It was also decided that the remuneration payable to the disadvantaged sections of the society should be fair to 
both employees and the employer.  
a) State the three levels of management and the name the persons who are involved in it. 
b) Which level of management is responsible for formulation of short-term departmental objectives in accordance 
with organisational objectives? 
 
11. Smart Corporation imports various mobile parts from China and assembles them to make a complete mobile. 
The total work involves three different tasks: assembling, labelling and packing of a mobile. Each employee of 
the company independently performs all the three tasks. As a result, no employee is able to gain specialisation in 
a particular field and the company is unable to fulfill the orders on time. 
(a) Which principle of Fayol should be followed by Smart Corporation to overcome this problem?  
(b) Will the use of this principle enable the employees to gain specialization? 
(c) Can the company implement this principle in managerial work also? 
 
12.  Anu works as a secretary to the managing director of Philip Corporation (Research and Development 
Company). Her boss has given the duty to acquire test reports from the laboratory. However, she was unable to 
fulfill the assigned task as only the technicians, researchers and top executives were allowed to enter and collect 
the test reports.  
 (a) Which principle of Fayol is not applied here? 
 (b) What should have been done so that Anu could have completed her assigned task?  
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13. Madan always comes 1hour late in the office and leaves 1/2 an hour before the scheduled time. No penal 
action is taken against him. Other employees also started coming late in the office. Management is very disturbed 
with this and has started scolding the employees. 
 (a) Identify the management principle violated in the given case. 
 (b) Mention any one consequence of not following this principle?  
 
14. Mr. Ajay is the production foreman of smart Kids Private Ltd. (Kids wear manufacturing company). He gets 
instructions from Mr. Abhi (Production manager) to increase the production due to over purchase of cloth. On the 
other hand, Mr. Sunder Ram (Sales Manager) orders Mr. Ajay to slow down the production due to unpredictable 
trend of market demand.  
(a) Which principle of management is being ignored in the given case? 
(b) What can be the possible consequences of such a violation? 
(c) What should be done by Mr. Abhi and Mr. Sunder Ram to resolve the issue? 
 
15.  M/s Rapid Cool Industries (AC manufacturing company) asked its employees to work overtime in order to 
meet growing demand of AC in the summer season. However, the employees were not paid overtime wages for 
extra time put in by them. As a result, the employees always felt dissatisfied and it led to an unhealthy 
relationship between the employees and management.  

(a) Which principle of management is being overlooked in the given case?  
 (b) What can be the possible consequences of such a violation? 
 
16. Mr. Rahul Chopra, General Manager of IWs Monarch Corporation (Leather bags manufacturing company) 
retains complete authority over all the activities of the business. No decision-making power is given to the 
subordinates. As a result, Mr. Rahul Chopra is always engaged in day-to-day operational activities and is unable 
to concentrate on core issues of the company. 

(a) Identify and state the management principle overlooked by Mr. Rahul Chopra?  
(b) What should have been done by Mr. Rahul Chopra to concentrate more on core issues of the company? 
 

17. In order to ensure unity of command, Mr. Raj Kumar, the factory manager of M/s Play Kids Pvt. Ltd. (Toys 
Manufacturing Company), appointed just one foreman (Mr. Suryavanshi) for entire production, planning, 
implementation and control of a workman. However, Mr.  Suryavanshi was not competent enough to effectively 
supervise both planning and executing functions. It reduced the quality of work and efficiency of workman. 
(a)Which technique of scientific management is violated in the given case? 
(b) What steps can be taken by Mr. Raj Kumar to improve the quality of work and efficiency of workman? 
(c) This technique is an extension to one of the Fayol's principle? Identify the principle. 
(d) What should he do to handle the situation? 
 
18. The Directors of a leading book publishing company, identifying the importance of 'value-based questions' in 
CBSE curriculum as an early opportunity published a book based on these types of questions. The book became 
very popular as no other book had these types of questions. The turnover of the company increased tremendously 
and it decided to provide fair wages to employees to ensure at least a reasonable standard of living. Seeing the 
demand few book-sellers started charging more price than that was printed on the book. 
 Identify and explain the 'significance of understanding business environment' highlighted above.  
 
19.   Mr. Rajiv is the owner of 'Laxmi Diary.' He is producing various milk products. He always tests various ways 
of producing different products and chooses the best and most economical way of production. He is also very 
particular about fixing a place for everything and he makes sure that all the employees are given a fixed place so 
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that there is no wastage of time and delay in production. Which technique of scientific management is applied by 
Mr. Rajiv? Explain. 
 
20. Two big banner movies were scheduled to be released on the same date. On the last moment release of one of 
the movies had to be postponed due to opposition of a group of people due to some unethical contents related to 
their religion was shown in that movie. The other movie released on time and made huge profit as there was no 
competition and movie which was postponed suffered loss. 

l. Which feature of business environment is highlighted here? 
2. Identify the dimension of business environment, which delayed the release of movie. 
 

21. The organic food market in India is growing at 25-30 percent which reflects a clear shift in consumer tastes and 
preferences. The current growth in the organic food market is driven by multiplicity of factors like rising health 
consciousness, changing lifestyles, increase in disposable income and growing availability of organic food 
products in shopping malls, retail outlets and online. 
(a)Identify and explain the features of business environment being referred here. 
(b)By quoting phrases from the paragraph identify the various components of general forces which have led to a 
growth in the organic food market. 
 
22.  The General Manager of Pasand Beverages Pvt. Ltd. said, "We expect strong growth in future as there is huge 
opportunity in packaged beverage market being filled by a rise in disposable income. The changing lifestyle has 
led to increase in per capita consumption in India and this presents industry players with the opportunity to tap the 
huge untapped potential that this segment offers. Mango juice is amongst the favourite and most widely accepted 
by consumers across India. The beverages industry is expected to see 35% to 40% growth in foreseeable future. 
Identify and explain the few dimensions of business environment. 
 
23.  Mr. Ajay after completing MBA from USA comes to India to start a new business under the banner E-com 
Creations Ltd. He launches a new product in e-learning for Senior Secondary School students in Commerce 
stream, which already has an established market in UK and USA but not in India. His business starts flourishing in 
India. Now more Indian companies entered into the market with other subjects also. 

Identify and quote the lines from above para which highlight the significance of understanding business 
environment. 

24. Saurabh Jain set up a telecom business in Nasik ‘Ketone’ with an ambitious target of reaching out to 90% 
of the Indian population within one year. He chose this business on the belief that the demand for data 
services will increase 4 times within the next 2-3 years. To fulfill such an ambitious target, he had to either 
acquire an existing telecom business or collaborate or go independent aggressively in the light of tough 
competition. He assessed the proposals of different company’s vis-a-vis earnings per share, taxes, 
dividends paid etc. and their future projections knowing fully well that the projections may change if the 
country’s economic policies get modified. The above paragraph discusses some of the steps of one of the 
functions of management. Discuss the steps by quoting the lines.  

25. India has the highest motor accident rates in the world. One of the many reasons attributed to the fact is 
that the car makers have to compromise on some safety features to keep the cost low for price-conscious 
buyers. To increase road safety, the government considered a number of alternatives. It was decided that all the 
automakers would have to provide airbags, anti lock braking and speed warning system in the cars from 
October, 2018. The Transport Ministry will set up authority to certify cars on the basis of safety and fuel 
efficiency. The cars will be given star rating on the scale from zero to five based on safety features.  

(a) Identify the function of management discussed in the above case. 
(b) Identify three features of this function from the above para, quoting only few words 
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Economics  

*Learn chapter 1to 4, 6to 8 and 10 of Indian economic development for Unit Test and complete the given 
assignments. Read all the chapters from NCERT book. 
*Prepare an assignment booklet containing 50 very short answer type questions from all chapters. These questions 
maybe MCQs, true false, fill -ups,one word answer type, definitions, match the columns etc 
* Make a collage on strategies of Sustainable Development.  
* Write short note on the following policies by explaining their objectives and likely impact on Indian economy: 
Make in India campaign, Right to Education, Clean India Mission ,Janadhan Yojana, Skill India Mission , Startups 
,Special Economic Zones ,MANREGA -2005, GST, National Health Insurance Scheme, 
DemonetisationAyushman Yojana, Mudra Bank / Micro Credit Programs, AtamNirbhar Bharat and 
KisanBhagidari – PrathmiktaHamarii 
 

Physical Education 
 Q.1 What is planning in games and sports? 
 Q.2 What do you mean by tournament? Draw a fixture of 13 teams in knockout tournament. 
 Q.3 Write the name of various committees. 
 Q.4 What do you mean by league tournament? Draw a fixture of 6 teams in league tournament? 
 Q.5 What is Seeding? 
 Q.6 What the remedial measures of Knock- knee,Flat foot, Round shoulder, Spine deformities, Bow legs. 
 Q.7 What are the exercise guidelines during pregnancy? 
 Q.8 What is ‘’Female Athlete Triad’’? 
 Q.9 What do you mean by eating disorders? Explain it. 
 Q.10 Answer the following questions and draw anyone asana from each of the following diseases on A4 Sheet- 
(a) Obesity: Procedure, Benefits & Contraindications for Tadasan, Pavanmuktasan, Matsyasana, Halasana, 
Pachimottanasan. 
 (b) Diabetes: Procedure, benefits & Contraindications for Bhujangasana, Shalabhasana, Dhanurasana, 
ArdhaMatsyendrasana. 
(c) Asthma: Procedure, Benefits & Contraindications for Dhanurasana, Vakrasana, Kapalbhati, Gomukhasana. 
 

Music 
 
Q 1. Play and sing the notation of Gayatri Mantra with different scale or note. 
Q 2. Make a video of any classical or semi classical song, and send video through whatsapp on 9416726190. 
Q 3. Make a composition of Raga Bhairav with following words- 

 �भुवर हमारे मन को , भि�त का दान देना, 

 सबके म� काम आऊ, बु��ध का दान देना | 

जीवन म� मेरे दाता, तेरा ह� नाम गाऊं, 

तु"ह� छोड़ कर म� दाता, कह�ं और कैसे जाऊं | 

सुख म� तुझ ेन भूलूं , शि�त का दान देना |  
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S.B.P. D.A.V. Centenary Public School, Fatehabad. 
Website: www.davfatehabad.in  E. Mail: sbpdavftb@yahoo.co.in, Ph. 01667-222664 

Holidays’ Assignments for Summer Vacations (2022-23) for Class XII  
Applied Mathematics 
 

Project Work: Do any one of the following projects   

• Prepare a questionnaire to collect information about money spent by your friends in a month on activities like 
travelling, movies, recharging of the mobiles, etc. and draw interesting conclusions. 

• Each day newspaper tells us about the maximum temperature, minimum temperature, and humidity. Collect the data 
for a period of 30 days and represent it graphically. Compare it with the data available for the same time period for 
the previous year. 

• Analysis of career graph of a cricketer (batting average for a batsman and bowling average for a bowler). Conclude 
the best year of his career. It may be extended for other players also – tennis, badminton, athlete. 

• Visit Kirana shops near your home and collect the data regarding the sales of certain commodities over a month. Try 
to figure out the stock of a particular commodity which should be in the store in order to maximize the profit. 

Assignments : Do in a Separate Notebooks 

(Matrices & Determinants) 

1 
If  X + Y = 









52

07
 and X – Y = 









30

03
 then the sum of the elements of the matrix 3X -4Y 

is…………. 

14 
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If  
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ax

yzx

 then the value of a + b + c + x + y +z  is 

………. 

-16 

3 Three schools A, B and C organized a mela for collecting funds for helping the rehabilitation 
of food victims. They sold handmade fans, mats and plates from recycled materials at a cost of 
Rs. 25, Rs. 100 and Rs. 50 each. The number of articles sold are given below: 

Schools 

     Article 

A B C 

Handmade fans 40 25 35 

Mats 50 40 50 

Plates 20 30 40 

Find the fund collected by each school separately by selling the above articles. Also find the 
total funds collected for the purpose. 

 

4 Two farmers Ashwani and Sudhir cultivates only three crops rice, maize and wheat. The sale 
(in Rs.) of these crops in the month of July and August are given by the following matrices. 
July Sales 

 RICE   MAIZE WHEAT 

A=  15000  10000  50000  Ashwani 

 45000  20000  60000  Sudhir 

August Sales 
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 RICE  MAIZE WHEAT 

B=  10000  15000  20000  Ashwani 

 15000  5000  25000  Sudhir 

(i) Find the combined sales in July and August for each farmer in each crop. 
(ii) If both farmers receive 1.5% profit on gross sales. Compute the profit for each farmer 

for each crop sold in july. 
(iii) Give suggestions to the farmers keeping ‘ Save Environment’ in mind. 

5 A trust fund has Rs. 90,000 is to be invested in two different types of bonds. The first bond 
pays 5 % interest per annum which will be given to orphanage and second bond pays 7% 
interest per- annum which will be given to an N.G.O. Cancer aid society. Using matrix 
multiplication, determine how to divide Rs. 90,000 among two types of bonds if the trust fund 
obtains an annual total interest of Rs. 4800. 

 

6 For keeping fit X people believes in morning walk, Y people believe in yoga and Z people 
join Gym. Total no. of people are 70. Further 20%, 30% and 40% people are suffering from 
any disease who believe in morning walk, yoga and gym respectively. Total no. of such 
people is 21. If morning walk cost Rs. 0, yoga cost Rs. 500/- month and gym cost Rs. 400/- 
month and total expenditure is Rs. 23000. 

(i) Formulate a matrix problem. 
(ii) Calculate the no. of each type of people. 

 

7 A school has to reward the students participating in co- curricular activities (category I) and 
with 100 % attendance (category II) brave students (category III) in a function. The sum of the 
numbers of all the three category students is 6. If we multiply the number of category III by 2 
and added to the number of category I to the result, we get 7. By adding second and third 
category would to three times the first category we get 12. Form the matrix equation and solve 
it by cramer rule. 

 

8 

Solve by matrix method:           

13
213

10
111

10
332

=+−

=++

=+−

zyx

zyx

zyx

If  x represents the no. of persons who take 

food at home. y represents the no. of persons who take junk food in market and z represent the 
no. of persons who take food at hotel. Which way of taking food you prefer and why ? 

 

9 Two schools A and B decided to award prizes to their students for the three values Truth (x), 
Patriotism (y) and Non violence (z). School A decided to award a total of Rs. 11000 for the 
three values to 5,4 and 3 students respectively, while school B decided to award Rs. 10700 for 
the three values to 4, 3 and 5 students respectively. If all the prizes together amount to Rs. 
2700, then  

(i) Represent the above situation by a matrix equation and form linear equations using matrix 
multiplication. 

(ii) Is it possible to solve the system of equations so obtained using matrices? 

 

10 

Determine the product   

















−−

−

















−−

−

−

312

221

111

135

317

444

  and use it to solve  x-y +z = 4,  

 x-2y-2z = 9,      2x +y +3z =1 

X = 3, y= 
-2 , z = -6 

11  If f (x) =   ax2 + bx  + c is a quadratic function such that  f(1) =  8  , f(2 ) = 11 and f( -3) = 6 , find f (x F(x) = ½ 
x2 +3/2 x 
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)  by using matrices. Also find f (0)   +6, f(0) = 
6 

Differentiation   
1 

 Find 
dx

dy
 If       y =

( )2

4

53

6
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+

x

xx
     ans. 
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   if baxyyx =+ , then find .

dx

dy
     ans
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3 
If  ( )
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If  
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5 
If  y = 11 −−+ xx .  Show that    0
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2
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dy
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dx
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x  

 

6 
If y = ?

dx

dy
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7 
If y = ( )[ ]22 1log ++ xx , show that ( ) 21

2

2
2 =++

dx

dy
x

dx
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x  

 

8 
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Applications of Derivatives 

1 The sides of an equilateral triangle are increasing at the rate of 2 cm/sec. The rate at which the area 
increases, when side is 10 cm is: 
(A) 10 cm2/s              (B) 3 cm2/s               (C) 10 3 cm2/s              (D) 10 /3 cm2/s  

 

2 Find the intervals in which the function f(x)  = 3 5212344 +−− xxx  is increasing or decreasing. 2014  

3 Determine for which values of x, the function   f(x) =  x3 –9x2+15x+11 is increasing and for which it 
is decreasing. Also find the points when the tangents to the curve are parallel to x-axis.  

 

4 Find the points on the curve x2+y2–2x–3=0 at which the tangents are parallel to x-axis.  2011      
5 Show that the tangents to the curve y = 7x3+11 at x = 2 and x = –2 are parallel.    NC  
6 Find the equation of the normal line to the curve 4y = x2  which passes through the point (1 ,2 ) . 

Also find the equation of the corresponding tangent . 
 

7 The radius of a spherical soap bubble is increasing at the rate of 0.2 cm/ sec. Find the rate of increase 
of its surface area  when radius is 4 cm.   

 

8 The total revenue from the sale of x units of a product is given by R = 20x – x2/2 
. Find : (i) The average revenue, (ii) The marginal revenue, (iii) The marginal revenue when x = 5 
and interpret it, (iv) The actual revenue from the sale of sixth unit.  

 

9 Suppose that the demand function for a product is given by p = a  − bx , where a and b are positive 
constants. Find: (i) The total revenue function. (ii) The average revenue function. (iii) The marginal 
revenue function.  

 

10 The cost function of a product is given by C(x) =  – 45x2 – 900x + 36, where x is the number of 

units produced. In order to minimise the marginal cost, how many units of the product must be 

 



 

XIC-11 
 

produced? 
11 The cost of manufacturing of certain items consists of Rs 1600 as overheads, Rs 30 per item as the 

cost of material and the labour cost for x items produced. How many items must be produced to 

have a minimum average cost? 

 

1. C 2. inc(-1.0) or (2 , )∞ dec. (- ( )2,0)1, U−∞  3. pts. of tangency (1,18) (5,–14)   inc. x ≥ 5, x ≤ 1;  Dec. 1 ≤ x ≤5  4. 
(0,√3); (0,√–3) 6. X + y = 3 , x-y = 1      7. 32/3  cm2/sec   8.(i)20- x/2 (ii) 20 – x(iii)15 (iv)14.50 9.(i) ax – bx2 
(ii) a/x –b(iii)a-2bx 
Quantification & Numerical Applications 

1 Evaluate : (i) (18 x 10) (mod 7)  (ii) [(3 x 7) + 5] (mod 4)  (iii) (8 x 14) in 12 hours clock  (iv) (09 : 30 
+ 16: 40) in 24 hours clock 
 (i) 5 (ii) 2 (iii) 4 o’clock  (iv)2:10 

 

2 Find the remainder when 5121 is divided by 27 23 
3 Find the unit digit in (i) 1337  (ii) 7291 3,3 
4 Solve the linear congruence (i) 55x =66(mod77) (ii)5x=12 (mod23) 

Ans.x = 4(mod7) (ii)x = 7 (mod23) 
 

5 In a 300 m race, A beats B by 22.5 m or 6 seconds. B’s time over the race course is 
 80 sec  

 

6 A runs 1   times as fast as B. If A gives B a start of 80 m, how far must the winning post be so that A 

and B may reach it at the same time? 
 200m  

 

7  A tap can fill a tank in 7 hours. After half the tank is filled four more similar taps are opened. What is 
the total time taken to fill the tank completely?  
 4hours 12 minutes  

 

8  Pipes A and B can fill a tank in 1 hour and 13 hours respectively. While pipe C drains 24 litres of 
water in 1 minute. If all three taps are kept open when the tank is full, the tank gets emptied in 1 hour, 
Find the capacity of the tank . 
360 litres 

 

9 The speed of a boat in still water is 15 km/h and the rate of current is 3 km/h. What is the distance 
travelled by boat downstream in 12 minutes. 
3.6 km  

 

10  A boat covers a certain distance downstream in 1  hour while it comes back in 12 hours. If the speed 

of the stream be 3 km/h, what is the speed of boat in still water?  
15 km/h  

 

 

11  A jar full of whisky contains 40% alcohol. A part of this whisky is replaced by another containing 
19% alcohol and now the percentage of alcohol is found to be 26%. By what quantity of whisky 
replaced is ? 
2/3 part   

 

12 A merchant has 1000 kg of sugar. Part of which he sells at 8% profit and the rest at 18% profit. He 
gains 14% on the whole. What is the quantity sold at 18% profit ? 
 600 kg  

 

13  In what ratio must water be mixed with milk to gain 16 % on selling the mixture at cost price?  

 1:6  

 

14 For any real number x prove that 4x + 41-x   
15 Solve the following system of inequalities :  ,  

 

 

 


